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ABSTRACT
We propose Expeditus, a distributed congestion-aware load balanc-
ing mechanism for Clos data center networks. The fundamental
challenge in making load balancing congestion-aware is, how to
collect real-time (in the order of RTT) congestion information from
all possible paths, in a scalable and efficient manner. A naive solu-
tion requires each edge switch to have congestion information for
O(k4) paths for a k-pod fat-tree, and recent proposals like CONGA
only work for the two-tier leaf-spine topology. Expeditus relies on
scalable one-hop information collection, where a switch only mon-
itors buffer occupancy from and to its k/2 upstream neighbors, re-
spectively. It further uses a two-stage path selection mechanism
to aggregate relevant congestion information across switches and
make near-optimal path selection decisions during TCP handshak-
ing. We outline the basic idea of these mechanisms in this extended
abstract. Preliminary ns-3 simulations demonstrate that Expeditus
outperforms ECMP in fat-tree networks, and outperforms CONGA
significantly in leaf-spine topology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Clos topologies, such as fat-tree [1], are extensively used in data

centers with a large number of equal-cost paths. In such a network,
load balancing is critical to ensure network performance. ECMP
is the de facto load balancing solution in practice that chooses a
path based on hashing. ECMP is simple to implement and does not
require per-flow state at switches. It however suffers from two well-
known drawbacks, largely due to its congestion agnostic nature.
First, hash collisions between mice flows and elephant flows cause
long tail latency for mice [4, 9]. Mice flows collide with elephants
on the same path, and as a result are often queued behind elephants
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in the egress ports. Second, hash collisions among elephant flows
cause low throughput and bandwidth utilization, as the elephants
have to share the same link when other links may be completely
free [2, 5, 7].

We present the preliminary design and evaluation of Expeditus1,
a distributed congestion-aware load balancing mechanism targeted
at fat-tree topology. Intuitively, with congestion information—queueing
delay of network paths—the load balancing algorithm can direct
flows to better paths leading to better latency and throughput. As
load balancing needs to be done for each and every flow, a dis-
tributed protocol is preferred for large-scale production deploy-
ments to cope with bursty traffic [3].

The fundamental challenge is that, to make the best load balanc-
ing decision for a flow, we need to know real-time (in the order of
RTT) congestion information from all possible paths between the
flow’s source and destination, as congestion can happen in any part
of the network and changes frequently [3, 4]. This is a daunting
task in k-pod fat-tree, where there are k2/4 unique paths between
two edge switches in different pods, and an edge switch potentially
communicates with k2/2−1 edge switches. Thus, a naive solution
requires storing O(k4) path information at each edge switch. More
importantly, it is impossible to collect real-time congestion infor-
mation for all these paths, either by passive means using packets to
carry the queue length of the path they take, or by actively sending
probing packets for measurements.

Expeditus relies on two novel designs, one-hop congestion in-
formation collection and two-stage path selection, to overcome this
challenge. Specifically, each edge (aggregation) switch only mon-
itors buffer occupancy of its k/2 egress ports as the northbound
state, and k/2 egress ports at aggregation (core) switches connect-
ing to it as the southbound state. One-hop information collection
ensures real-time congestion state is available without scalability
concerns or measurement overhead. Expeditus then applies a two-
stage path selection method during TCP handshaking to aggregate
relevant congestion information across switches and make near-
optimal per-flow load balancing decisions. Thus, path can be de-
cided for the following data packets.

We notice an independent recent work, CONGA [3], which also
proposes distributed congestion-aware load balancing. The key
difference between CONGA and Expeditus is that CONGA is de-
signed for the simple leaf-spine topology, and collects congestion
information on an end-to-end basis. Each packet opportunistically
feeds back the congestion state of a random path in the reverse di-
rection between the source and destination. As explained, such an
approach does not work for the complex fat-tree topology. As we
will further show in Sec. 3, even in leaf-spine networks this design
provides marginal performance benefits over ECMP.

1Latin for “expedited,” pronounced /"ek-sp@-dIt@s/ .
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2. DESIGN
We sketch the design of collecting congestion information and

two-stage path selection in a k-pod fat-tree.

2.1 Collecting Congestion Information
Each edge/aggregation switch monitors both the northbound di-

rection, from itself to the upstream switches, as well as the south-
bound direction from upstream switches to itself. Clearly the north-
bound information can be easily obtained by polling the buffer oc-
cupancy of its own egress ports when necessary [6]. The south-
bound information is remote and needs to be transmitted by packets
traversing those links.

When a packet is about to exit a core switch, the egress port
buffer occupancy is stamped into its IP header together with the
core switch’s IP. The downstream aggregation switch maintains a
southbound congestion information table (SCIT) with k/2 entries.
When it receives the packet, it fetches the core switch’s IP to infer
the ingress port the packets comes from, and updates the corre-
sponding entry with the latest congestion information. It updates
core switch’s IP with its own address, computes the egress port
based on the packet’s destination, stamps buffer occupancy and for-
wards it out. The edge switch then updates its SCIT in the same
way.

Finally, each entry of the SCIT will timeout if there has been no
update. When an entry times out, it resets to zero meaning there is
assumed to be no congestion.

2.2 Two-stage Path Selection
Expeditus then applies a two-stage path selection method in TCP

handshaking to make congestion-aware decisions. For a new flow,
SYN and SYN-ACK is routed by ECMP as we do not have con-
gestion information of remote switches to choose a better path yet.
Upon receiving a SYN, the destination edge switch chooses the
least congested path to the aggregation layer, by adding its lo-
cal southbound information to the northbound information at the
source edge switch carried in the SYN. Thus, the aggregation switches
with the least combined congestion at the first and final hops are de-
cided. This completes the first stage of path selection.

The second stage path selection is similar and involves the aggre-
gation switch choosing its path to the core layer. When sent from
destination host to source host, SYN-ACK will route through the
destination and source aggregation switches determined in the first
stage. When SYN-ACK reaches the source aggregation switch, it
then chooses the best core switch by adding its local northbound
information with the southbound information at the destination ag-
gregation switch carried in the SYN-ACK. Two-stage path selec-
tion thus finds a near-optimal path based on instantaneous network
state, without switches exchanging information and storing conges-
tion information for all O(k4) paths.

3. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate Expeditus using ns-3 with realistic

Clos topologies and empirical workload from a production web
search cluster reported in [4]. We construct a 16-pod fat-tree [1] as
the baseline fabric topology, which is widely used in data centers.
To better compare our mechanism with CONGA, we also consider
a two-tier leaf-spine topology, which uses one pod of the above
fat-tree with edge and aggregation switches as the leaf and spine
layers.

We begin with Expeditus’s performance in leaf-spine network,
compared with CONGA and ECMP. We note that flowlet switch-
ing itself also helps load balancing [8]. The performance gain of
being congestion-aware is not isolated as CONGA includes flowlet

switching. To make the comparison fair, we evaluate CONGA-
Flow that works on a per-flow basis. From Figure 1, we find that
Expeditus achieves favorable performance gains ranging from 25%–
30% for all flows. More interestingly, we observe that benefits of
CONGA-Flow are rather limited. In most cases CONGA-Flow is
similar to ECMP. As we explained in Sec. 1, in CONGA-Flow,
only the congestion state of one path is carried in a packet. Be-
tween two racks, in order to have complete congestion information
of all n equal-cost paths, there needs to be at least n concurrent
flows, where n equals the number of spine switches. This is diffi-
cult to satisfy, resulting in an incomplete view of the network state
and little benefits compared to congestion-agnostic ECMP

We now turn to 16-pod fat-tree, comparing the performance of
Expeditus with ECMP in a large 3-tier Clos network. Since CONGA
has not been generalized to larger topologies like fat-tree topol-
ogy, we do not implement CONGA in fat-tree topology. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 2. We observe that by providing better
load balance with global congestion information, Expeditus pro-
vides salient flow completion times (FCT) gains with unmodified
TCP. For mice flows less than 100 KB, Expeditus provides 35%–
50% at the 99-th percentile over ECMP. Meanwhile, for elephants,
Expeditus is also around 25% faster on average.
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Figure 1: FCT in leaf-spine network. Network oversubscription
2:1, port buffer 150 KB.
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Figure 2: FCT in a 16-pod fat-tree. Network oversubscription 4:1,
port buffer 150 KB.

4. CONCLUSION
We have presented Expeditus, a network layer congestion-aware

load balancing scheme. Expeditus collects necessary congestion
information on a one-hop basis, and employs two-stage path se-
lection to aggregate such information and route flows. Preliminary
results show that Expeditus can improve network performance for
both mice and elephant flows, and outperforms state-of-the-art. Our
next step is to prototype Expeditus and evaluate it with advanced
TCP variants, as well as to provide theoretical models to analyze
its performance.
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